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Abstract. Home Agents (HA) represent a single point of failure for Mobile IPv6-based networks. To overcome this problem many solutions have been published providing reliable HA architectures. These solutions require deploying redundant HAs on each sub-network. Although these solutions effectively mitigate this problem, they do not take into account the requirements of large networks with dozens of sub-networks. Deploying several HAs on each sub-network may be too expensive to deploy and to manage. In this paper we present a novel HA architecture that only requires a set of HAs for the whole network. Our basic idea is that the Mobile Node’s location can be announced to exit routers, this way re-directing packets can be done without involving the HA. Our solution provides reliability and load balancing as the existing solutions. Finally, we validate our proposal through an analytical model and compare it against other proposals through a simulation.
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1 Introduction

Mobile IPv6 [1] is considered to be one of the key technologies to provide mobility to the Internet. With ”mobility” a user can move and change his point of attachment to the Internet without losing his network connections.

In Mobile IPv6 a Mobile Node (MN) has two IP addresses. The first one identifies the MN’s identity (Home Address) while the second one identifies the MN’s current location (Care-of Address). The MN will always be reachable through its Home Address while it will change its Care-of Address according to its movements. A special entity called a Home Agent (HA) placed at the MN’s home network maintains bindings between the MN’s Home and Care-of Addresses.
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In addition the communications between the MN and its peers (Correspondent Nodes) are routed through the HA. Thus, the MN relies on its HA for its connectivity. However, Mobile IPv6 incorporates a route optimization mechanism where the MN can communicate directly with its Correspondent Nodes (CN). This mechanism avoids triangle-routing through the HA reducing the HA’s load. However, this will not be used for short-term communications (e.g. a MN accessing a web page).

A HA may be responsible for multiple MNs on a Home Link. The failure of a single HA may then result in the loss of connectivity of numerous MNs. Thus, HAs represent the possibility of a single point of failure for a Mobile IPv6-based network. Moreover, MN’s communications through the HA may also lead to either the HA or the Home Link becoming the bottleneck of the system. In addition, the HA’s operations such as security check, packet interception and tunneling might not be as optimized in the HA software as plain packet forwarding.

The Mobile IPv6 standard allows the deployment of multiple HAs on the Home Link to provide reliability and load balancing. This is done so that upon the failure of the serving HA another HA can take over the functions of the failed one. This provides continuous service to the MNs registered with the failed HA. However, the transfer of service is problematic [2]. The solution is MN-driven and forces the MN to detect the failure and select a new HA. This causes delayed failure detection, service interruption in the upper layer applications, increased workload on the MN, message overhead over the air interface and IPsec Security Associations re-establishment.

Many research papers have been published that address these problems. The solutions presented in [4][5][6][7][8] increase HA reliability and load balancing by deploying several redundant HAs at the Home Link. In these solutions, all the HAs share the registration state and they define efficient mechanisms for HA recovery. These solutions reduce the service disruption time in front of Mobile IPv6. In addition, the MN’s traffic is balanced among the different HAs. The main difference among them is that some [4][5][6] are MN-driven solutions while others [7][8] are transparent to the MN.

Unfortunately, these proposals are focused on providing HA reliability and load balancing on just a single Home Link but they do not take into account the global requirements of an Autonomous System (AS). An AS that hosts MNs may have dozens of sub-networks. Deploying reliable HAs requires several redundant HAs on each link. It is important to remark that the Mobile IPv6 protocol belongs to the IPv6 standard and, theoretically, any IPv6 node has mobility capabilities. Thus, these approaches are too expensive to deploy and to manage.

A different proposal, which does not require deploying redundant HAs on each Home Link, is the Virtual Mobility Control Domain protocol (VMCD) [9][10]. The VMCD protocol allows multiple HAs to be placed at different domains. A MN may use multiple HAs simultaneously. The basic idea behind this proposal is that each HA advertises, through eBGP, the same home network prefix from multiple routing domains. Each MN then picks the best HA accord-
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...ing to its topological position. The main drawback for this proposal is that the impact on the exterior BGP routing system scalability is unpredictable.

In this paper, we present a novel flexible and distributed HA architecture that takes into account the mobility requirements of an AS and that does not impact the BGP routing system. We consider the HA as an entity that performs several differentiated operations. We have analyzed each operation and we have assigned each of them to an entity of the network. Our basic idea to distribute the operations is that a registration from a MN into a HA can be viewed as an internal route from the network’s point of view. That is, when a MN registers a new location into its HA it is actually installing a new route (Home Address \(\rightarrow\) Care-of Address). We believe that this route can be announced throughout the network and thus, it is not necessary to deploy a HA on each link. As we will see, our solution only requires deploying one HA for the whole network. This HA should be reliable and our architecture allows deploying more than one HA to distribute the load. Moreover, our solution can use the redundant mechanisms presented in [4][5][6][7][8]. In addition, our solution reduces considerably the number of MN’s data packets transmitted into the network and is compatible with legacy MNs.

2 Introduction

2.1 Design Rationale

In this subsection, we will analyze the different operations of a Home Agent (HA) and how they can be distributed from a network’s point of view. In the rest of the paper, we will use the following terminology: we define Home Network as the set of Home Links managed by our HA. We define Exit Routers (ER) as the routers that connect the Home Network with the rest of the Internet. These ERs may or may not be the AS’s border routers and an AS may have several Home Networks.

Home Agents are responsible for maintaining bindings between the MN’s identity and its location. The HAs forward the MN’s signaling and the MN’s data packets as well. MNs send data packets through their HA when communicating with their Home Network or with CNs. Since MNs can communicate directly with its CNs it is expected that communications through the HA are mainly used for short-term connections.

The Mobile IPv6 RFC states that packets sent through the HA may be secured through IPSec [3]. It should be taken into account that the MN can use IPSec with its peers regardless of the IPSec connection with their HA. We believe that it is not useful to secure MN to CN communications because the packets are only secured on half of the path (MN \(\rightarrow\) HA) while the rest of the path (HA \(\rightarrow\) CN) is not secured. Regarding the MN’s communications with the Home Network, protecting the path is useful. In this case the HA is acting like a Virtual Private Network (VPN) gateway.

Under these assumptions and following the basic idea that a registration from a MN into a HA can be viewed as an internal route we can distribute the HA’s...
operations throughout the network. In our architecture, a single HA is required for the whole network; we call it a flexible Home Agent (fHA). This fHA will process (using IPSec) the MN’s signaling messages and will maintain registration information. It will also distribute this information throughout the network as internal routes. The network will directly process the MN’s communications with the CNs while the fHA will process the MN’s communications with the Home Network (using IPSec) in the same way as a VPN gateway.

2.2 Overview

Fig. 1 presents an overview of our architecture. Our proposal has only one HA (we call it a fHA) that will serve all of the MNs of the network. Take into account that our proposal allows more than one fHA (section 2.3) to be deployed to distribute the load. This fHA will be identified by an unicast address and the MNs will address its registration messages to it. Upon reception of a registration message, the fHA validates it and sends a routing message announcing the new route towards the MN. This information is then sent to each ER. In addition, the fHA advertises the route to the Home Link’s Access Router (AR). At this point, the network knows the location of the MN.

When communicating with a CN through the HA, MNs do not address packets to the fHA but to an anycast [13] address owned by the ERs. For instance this anycast address can be configured on a Loopback interface. In this way, a given ER receives the MN’s data packets and de-capsulate, lookup and forward packets to the CN. Similarly, CNs send packets to the MN’s Home Address. Upon reception, the ER lookups the packet’s destination address (the MN’s Home Address). Since the fHA has previously installed a route at the ERs they know that the MN it is not at home. Therefore, the ERs encapsulate and forward the packet to the MN’s location. Our architecture manages efficiently MN to CN communications because some packets “bounce” at the ERs. This way the network’s internal traffic is reduced considerably.

Regarding the communications from the MN to the Home Network, the MNs addresses its IPSec protected packets to the fHA that, in turn, de-capsulate and forward them to the MN’s peer. The MN’s peers address its data packets to the MN’s Home Address. Since the fHA has announced to the Home Link’s AR a route for the MN, the AR knows that the MN is away and it encapsulate the packet towards the fHA.

The Home Link’s AR also multicasts Neighbor Advertisement messages on behalf the MN. This enables the AR to intercept communications from the Home Link to the MN and forwards them through the tunnel with the fHA.

In the following subsections the detailed operations of our architecture are presented.

2.3 Dynamic fHA Address Discovery

This subsection specifies how the fHA announces their presence. In standard Mobile IPv6 HAs announce their presence through Router Advertisement messages.
In this way, the MN’s can automatically select a HA. Our architecture implements this functionality in exactly the same way that Mobility Anchor Points (MAP) announce their presence in the Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [12] protocol. Our mechanism is also compatible with legacy MNs.

Each fHA sends Router Advertisement messages announcing its presence to the routers operating in the network. These messages include a preference value. In turn, the routers propagate the fHA’s announcements to ARs that then forward them to the Home Link. Each router will decrement the preference value. This way MNs can automatically discover their fHA’s address and select the best one according to the preference value.

This mechanism has many benefits. On the one hand, it enables ARs to automatically discover the fHA thus avoiding manual configuration. On the other hand, it allows us to deploy more than one fHA on the network and distribute the load among them.

The fHA’s Router Advertisement messages include the prefix(es) of the Home Network that it is serving and the anycast address owned by the ERs. Including the Home Network’s prefix enables the MNs to know if its peers are on the Home Network or not. Depending if the peer is on the Home Network or not MNs will address the data packets to the fHA or to the ERs.

Finally, in order to provide compatibility with legacy Mobile IPv6 nodes, MNs may send its traffic to the fHA.

2.4 Signaling Processing

Each MN selects a given fHA through the above-mentioned mechanism. All the fHAs have pre-configured keys with the MNs as the Mobile IPv6 RFC states. Please note that ARs and ERs do not share any keys with the MNs. The fHAs receive registration messages from the MNs as stated by the Mobile IPv6 RFC.

Upon reception of a successful registration message, the fHA has to announce this information (route) to the ERs, to the Home Link’s AR and to the rest of the
To distribute this type of information we use a routing protocol. Instead of designing a new routing protocol we use an already existing and deployed one. The routing protocol that best fulfills our requirements is the interior Border Gateway Protocol (IBGP) [11]. In our solution the fHAs, the ERs and Home Link’s ARs create an IBGP domain. It is very important to remark that this IBGP domain may be an already existing IBGP domain or a separate one. The routes announced through this IBGP domain always have the longest prefix (/128) and never affect regular BGP routes. It should be noted that the routes announced by the fHAs will never be distributed outside the network. Finally, the entities participating in the IBGP domain have pre-configured keys to provide confidentiality, integrity and authentication to the communications.

For each successful received registration message, the fHAs send an IBGP UPDATE message to the ERs and to the AR responsible of the MN’s Home Link. The fHAs are able to determine the appropriate AR by inspecting the MN’s Home Address.

We introduce new options in the IBGP UPDATE message. The UPDATE message sent to ERs includes the following information: (Home Address, Care-of Address, Lifetime). Upon reception of this message, the ERs setup a tunnel endpoint with the MN. The tunnel source address is the anycast address while the destination address is the Care-of Address. In addition, each ER adds the following route to its routing table: (HomeAddress/128 \rightarrow Tunnel). The tunnel and the route are automatically deleted after "Lifetime" seconds.

The UPDATE message sent to the AR includes the following information: (Home Address, Lifetime). Upon reception of this message, the AR knows that the MN is away from home (note that the AR does not know the location of the MN). Next, the AR setups a tunnel endpoint towards the fHA that announced the route and adds the following route to its routing table: (HomeAddress/128 \rightarrow Tunnel). The AR also starts sending multicast Neighbor Advertisement messages on behalf of the MN at the Home Link. If a node of the Home Network (or Home Link) sends a packet to the MN, the AR intercepts it and encapsulates it towards the fHA. Once again, the tunnel and the route are automatically deleted after "Lifetime" seconds.

Once the MN returns home it sends a registration message to the fHA. Upon reception, the fHA sends an IBGP WITHDRAWAL message to the ERs and to the corresponding AR to immediately remove all the routes and tunnels related to the MN’s Home Address.

### 2.5 Data Packets Processing

This subsection presents how packets are routed from/to the MNs.

MN communicating with CNs encapsulate their data packets to the anycast address owned by the ERs (Fig. 2). The packets are received by the "nearest" ER that will de-capsulate and forward them towards the packet’s destination address (the CN’s address). If the exit point of the CN’s address is another ER then the packet traverses the network as a transit packet. It is important to remark that our solution does not require anycast routing. Packets addressed to
the anycast address are routed normally (like unicast) and delivered to a given ER. We use anycast addresses because it is the standard procedure to assign the same address to different network interfaces.

MNs communicating with nodes located into their Home Network (Fig. 3) encapsulate their packets towards the fHA. However, packets sent by MN’s peers are addressed to the MN’s Home Address. The MN’s AR intercepts those packets. Since the AR knows that the MN is away from home, it encapsulates the packet towards the fHA. Since the Mobile IPv6 RFC states that the packets are tunneled through the HA encapsulating the packet from the AR to the fHA does not affect the path’s MTU [1]. As has already been mentioned, the MN’s communications with the Home Networks are protected with IPSec.

Fig. 3. MNs to Home Network communications
2.6 flexible Home Agent Location

This subsection discusses the possible locations of the fHAs. Each fHA can be placed anywhere in the network, as a separate server, co-located with an ER/border router or even with a BGP Route Reflector.

![Diagram of Home Network](image)

*Fig. 4. fHA location example.*

One of the major benefits of our proposal is its flexibility. On the one hand, our architecture can serve all the MNs of a network with one or more fHAs. If more than one fHA is deployed MNs will select the nearest one based on the preference value. This way the load is distributed among them. Each fHA thus only process signaling messages and communications from/to the Home Network (like a VPN gateway). MNs to CNs communications are then processed by ERs. On the other hand, our architecture is transparent to MNs running with legacy Home Agents and both technologies may co-exist on the same network.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the flexibility of our architecture. This AS has three networks and each one can independently select which approach it deploys. For instance, the "A" network can deploy both technologies. The fHA could serve MNs belonging to the "A.1" sub-network while MNs belonging to the "A.2" sub-network could be served by a legacy HA. The "B" network can deploy only legacy Home Agents on each sub-network. Finally, the "C" network can deploy two fHAs and all the MNs from "C.1" and "C.2" could be served by them.

Only routers labeled in black must belong to the IBGP domain with the fHAs of their network. There will be a separate IBGP domain for each Home Network. MNs served by an fHA send its data packets to an anycast address owned by the ERs. Since the prefix of the anycast address belongs to the Home
Network’s prefix, the AS’s border routers knows how to forward the packets and do not need to be aware of our protocol.

3 Evaluation

This section presents an analytical evaluation of our proposed scheme and a comparison with a network running Mobile IPv6 enhanced with existing solutions [4][5][6][7][8]. We do not consider solutions based on eBGP [9][10] because their impact on the exterior BGP routing system scalability is unpredictable.

3.1 Signaling Overhead

Let \( N \) be the number of ERs of a network that is running our proposal, let \( M \) be the number of deployed flHAs and let \( H \) be the total number of received registration messages per second (including foreign and home network registrations). Then our proposal requires sending \( H(N+M) \) IBGP messages per second.

3.2 Transit Traffic Reduction

As has been commented previously, in our proposal some data packets will ”bounce” at the network’s ER without being transmitted through the network. However in existing solutions [4-8] each packet sent through the HA has to be transmitted twice. One from the ER to the HA and another one in the opposite direction. In this subsection we compare this amount of transit traffic. We only consider the traffic exchanged between MNs and CNs that is routed through the HA.

![Fig. 5. Transit Traffic in our proposal](image)

Let \( I \) be the Kbps of traffic exchanged between all the MNs and its CNs through the HA. Then, existing solutions [4-8] have \( 2I \) Kbps of transit traffic. If
we assume that each ER of the network has the same probability of being the
exit point of a given packet then, our proposal has \((1-1/N)I\) Kbps of transit
traffic (Fig. 5).

In addition, transit traffic in existing solutions [4-8] may follow a longer path
than in our proposal. While in existing solutions [4-8] transit traffic must be
transmitted to the HA in our proposal some transit traffic ”bounces” at the ERs
and the rest is transmitted from one ER to another. Home Links are usually
deployed far away from the ERs while ERs may be close to one another (in
terms of number of hops).

3.3 Stored State at the Routers

In this subsection we will analyze the size of the routing tables and the number
of tunnels configured at the ERs and ARs of a network running our proposal.

Each ER has 1 tunnel and 1 route for each MN of its Home Network that is
away from home. Each route and tunnel requires the Home Address, the Care-of
Address and a lifetime, in total 34 bytes. Likewise, each AR will have just 1
tunnel with each fHA and 1 route for each of its nodes away from home.

4 Simulation

In order to validate our proposal we have run a simulation. The simulation is
intended to provide realistic values for the equations presented in section 3 and
to compare our proposal with existing solutions [4-8].

In order to provide realistic values, we have configured a highly mobile envi-
ronment by using a Random Trip mobility model [14]. Specifically, we have used
the Random Waypoint on Generalized Domain model with a set of 8 domains.
Each domain represents a layer-2 network where a MN can move without chang-
ing its point of attachment (i.e default router). Only when the MN changes from
one domain to another it must register its new location. Please, refer to [14] for
further information.

The first domain is considered to be the Home Network while the rest of
the domains are foreign networks. The Home Network has 1000 MNs, 2 ERs and 5
sub-networks. When running our proposal the Home Network has 2 fHAs while
when running existing solutions [4-8] the Home Network has a set of reliable
HAs on each sub-network (5 sets in total). In addition, each MN sends 64Kbps
(VoIP) of unidirectional traffic towards its Home Network and 128 Kbps (Data)
towards a CN. It should be taken into account that when a MN is at home
traffic is sent directly and thus we do not consider it. Similarly, we do not take
into account route optimized traffic. Finally, we have simulated this environment
during 10000 seconds (roughly 2.7 hours).

Our mobility model produces a mean of 4.68 foreign network registration
messages per second (messages/s) and 0.80 Home Network registration mes-
gages/s. This means that our proposal requires sending 18.72 IBGP UPDATES
messages/s and 3.2 IBGP WITHDRAWAL messages/s. Summarizing, our proposal introduces 21.92 signaling messages/s where each ER must process 5.48 messages/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic sent by MNs through the HA/HA</th>
<th>Existing Solutions [4-8]</th>
<th>Our Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic processed by HAs/fHAs</td>
<td>1412.9</td>
<td>1412.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic processed by ERs</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>947.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Traffic</td>
<td>1895.72</td>
<td>473.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the transit traffic table 1 presents the results. In our proposal, fHAs have to process 465.04 Mbps. Our simulated network has two fHAs and each one processes 232.52 Mbps of data traffic. In [4-8] HAs process 1412.9 Mbps of traffic, our simulated network has 5 sets of HAs, this means that each set of HA processes 282.58 Mbps. In our proposal, the data traffic destined towards CNs is directly processed by ERs (947.86 Mbps). Regarding the transit traffic, our proposal reduces it by 75% compared to existing solutions [4-8]. It should be taken into account that existing solutions [4-8] must send each data packet twice, one from the ER to the HA and another one in the opposite direction. Our solution has to forward transit traffic into the network only if the receiving ER is not the exit point of the packet’s destination address.

Finally, during the simulation a maximum of 900 nodes were away from home at the same time (average 717, minimum 685). This means that the maximum stored state on each ER is 29.9KB.

This simulation shows that our proposal is viable, and that among other benefits, it can reduce the transit traffic considerably.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a flexible and distributed HA architecture. Existing proposals [4-8] provide a reliable HA architecture by deploying redundant HAs on each Home Link. Our proposal has the same benefits but with just one set of fHA for the whole network.

Our solution is reliable: a failure on the MN’s ARs will not disconnect the MN. In this case the MN will still be able to communicate with the Home Network (except with the Home Link) and with the rest of the Internet. Since our solution allows deploying several fHA for each network, a failure of a fHA does not disconnect the MN. In this case, our solution can benefit from the proposed efficient failure recovery mechanisms presented in [7][8] because it is fully compatible with them. This way we can minimize the service interruption time.
Finally, a failure on a ER does not disconnect the MN. In this case, the network announces the failure of the ER through the exterior routing protocol and the packets will be re-routed. Our solution also provides load balancing because the MN’s data packets are processed by ERs or by a set of fHAs. Moreover, it reduces considerably the transit traffic through the network (75% according to our simulation).

Distributing HA’s operations requires adding some extra load at the ERs and at the ARs. The ERs have to setup tunnels and configure new routes towards the MNs while the ARs have to configure a tunnel with each fHA and intercept packets destined to its MNs. We believe that routers are hardware machines optimized to perform exactly this type of operations. It is important to remark that signaling and IPsec data packets are processed by fHAs, not by routers. In addition, our simulation of a highly mobile environment shows that each ER would require processing only an average of 5.48 signaling messages per second.

Finally, as future work, we plan to implement Traffic Engineering for MN’s traffic in case that the exit routers are the AS’s border routers. We also plan to extend our solution to correspondent networks.
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